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Manual ice shaver machine

This latest iteration of Google's mobile operating system has long been expected by many Android fans and has not disappointed. For us users, this may just be another system upgrade, but for Google it marks a turning point in the Android ecosystem. Android 4.0 (also known as ice cream sandwich) is
the answer to one of the deepest questions asked on Google: what is the soul of the new machine? This is the question posed by Android user experience chief Matias Duarte. He revealed in the recently closed launch of a new version of the operating system thinking and process that went after the
creation of Ice Cream Sandwich.Can the machine have a soul? We all know that Google, while full of some of the best scientists and engineers of our time, is not known for making beautiful AI. Previously, you had to jump to the other side of the fence in Cupertino to get a glimpse of the simple, elegant
interface. All of this is now changing, as we've seen with redesigned interfaces of our favorite products from people in Mountain View, like Calendar, Gmail, and Google+. For mobile phones, The Ice Cream Sandwich is the culmination of deep user studies conducted on Google, as users see not only
Android phones, but all smartphones. Being the science-based organization that it was, this research backed up a lot of know-in-your-gut truths with some hard numbers. For all the size that is Android, the software actually goes to waste if the user can unlock its secrets. The average smartphone owner
who does not meddle in hardware will often be frustrated that he is unable to maximize his phone. That's why other companies like Apple, Microsoft, and the now defunct Palm (from which Duarte comes) have focused many resources on make their smartphones as simple and exciting as possible. It even
led Steve Ballmer, Microsoft's CEO, to say, You don't have to be a computer scientist... but I think you're using an Android phone. Hooray, I'm a computer scientist! Wait, that's not what he meant... Too much power, too little intelligence The real truth is that Google needs their phones to be more active.
This was a wake-up call for the search giant and immediately, they set out to work on just that. The goal was to simplify and create a miracle for users who manipulate Android phones. They want to get off the rut just to keep on churning out amazing phones with top-notch software that unfortunately didn't
give customers what they really wanted. It's like having an intern and getting a personal assistant. Android was that intern that needed holding hands, patience and understanding to do the most basic work. Compare this to the new Android 4.0, a capable personal assistant that will create less, rather than
more, work for your user. It was a big challenge, to say the least. Unlike iOS, which only works on a few devices that are manufactured by the same people who create the software, Ice Cream Sandwich won't live on just a few devices. It'll go to the phones, and even TV boxes and appliances. It starts
with the fontMost obvious interface with the phone is the font. It's the sap of his SMS, notifications, email and pretty much everything else, so it's really something worth a lot of attention. Google has created a new font called Roboto and it's something they're really proud of. Unique, clean and modern, it is
built for screens high in newer phones and tablets. Ice Cream Sandwich is also bucking the trend to make interfaces look more like their real life counterparts. While wood paneling and brushed metal on app interfaces look great, they limit development in interface design and can be compared to a time
when websites still had hanging signs and clip art on them. This was clearly a nudge on iOS right there. There is also a step at the other end, with interfaces becoming too minimalist and modernist, something windows phone does. While it's great for phone manufacturers, it's not that great for developers
and artists who want to express themselves better. Google wants to offer a third option that users will surely grow like. It's an app, of course! Step back for a while and imagine when you first bought your Android phone. Did you just buy it to make phone calls or shoot e-mails? Let's be honest, you bought
for that crazy bird-sling game everyone said was so addictive or that app that allows you to call anyone in the world for free. Or many for thousands of other apps available for free on the Android Market. You also bought it to have access to the whole internet while lounging on the train, waiting for friends
or sitting in a café. This is the same kind of thinking that went into Android 4.0. This is what the OS should be: clean and modern while still tweaking to some extent. It's a clear departure from faux imitation of real objects and more into digital, which shows in ice cream sandwich, from lock sounds to color
palette interface. According to Duarte, we took what Honeycomb did and pumped up the cocky quotient design, and we mitigated the geeky nerd quotient. We made it much more accessible. But we didn't go in a new direction. Fluency is the name of the gameIce Cream Sandwich is really as silky as the
dessert after which it is named. All new animations give it a better look and everything is more intuitive. Drag the icons to each other to create folders. Resize widgets as you want. Even pulling out multitasking will now show you screenshots of the app, something many Windows and Mac users will surely
know. Another improvement is the heavy integration of gestures. The buttons are just a mess on the screen, to be honest, and sometimes gestures really feel more intuitive. Try making some built-in apps harder and closer to see what we mean. What's more, these will be available to developers and can
take advantage of these new features to their apps feel like they are part of the phone all the time. Making everything easierA new version of Android also makes a lot of heavy lifting for you. Everything that needs to be visible is now on the screen. Settings can be quickly accessed through the tint of the
notification window. The Gmail app now displays context menus to get rid of hidden options that often confuse users. Swipe to apps now to switch to other app screens, similar to what the new Android Market has now. This last one is another thing we'd like to see in other apps soon. Even browsing



contacts gets overhauled. No more searching for phone numbers by name. The aptly named People app now puts a person's profile picture at the forefront for easier recognition, whether it's looking for a contact or showing who's on the other line through a full-screen caller image. The camera has also
been redesigned, adding simple photo editing and faster snaps, making the experience less about the phone and more about the moment. Power for usersOne of the best things about Ice Cream Sandwich: the built-in ability to uninstall any application, including those from carriers. There is also a data
usage monitor, another blow for the carrier. Now you can limit usage to avoid getting hit by a big account at the end of the month. We are quite certain that quite a few of them have resisted these changes, but we are pleased that mobile operating system manufacturers now prefer users instead of being
beholden to the whims of other companies. So kudos to Google for putting your foot down on this one. On a recent note, Duarte was asked why he moved to Google. He says: I came here because they win, but also because I couldn't stand the idea that there would be another decade of incarceration in
one paradigm, being trapped in the past just because someone manages to get the maximum market share, and then it's a thing that everyone uses with incremental development... And it has been proven that it does not matter how big a product you have and how revolutionary the product is ...
distribution and market share are the things that matter Wise Words out there. Source: ThisIsMyNext Have you ever wanted your own ice cream maker that automatically make your favorite ice cream when it starts? If your answer to this question is yes, then you are making this machine. Through this
instructable I'll take you across the road as I made my own ice cream at Home.This Drill machine life hack is a great idea to make a mini ice cream machine. To make this type of machine, use an unusable plastic container and an aluminum container. Allows the ice cream to make a machine that makes
ice cream in 10-20 minutes. To make this machine you need a drilling machine , plastic container , aluminum container and nut-screw. The worst part about making your own ice cream is waiting to freeze. This clever DIY machine is your homemade ice cream ready to eat in minutes. In this video from
DIY Perks YouTube channel, Matt Perks instant ice cream maker at home. To make your own, you will need a metal tray of some kind with a flat bottom, a very large cooler, a large pan filled with water in which the cooler can rest, and some thermoelectric elements of Peltier. You will also need a power
supply that can put out at least 400w (and the old PC drive will do). Once it's all put together, the Peltier elements act like heat pumps, so one side of them is very hot, but the other side is very cold. The cold side, which is attached to a metal tray, quickly freezes the ice cream mixture, so it is ready to eat
in less than a few minutes. The stack Perks used in the demonstration is just large enough to make one serving, but you can easily use a larger tray if you've had more Peltier elements and a larger cooler. For a complete list of assemblies, see the link below. If the weather is in your area as if it were
here, it's ridiculously hot and cold treatment can have... Read moreHow to Build An Instant DIY Ice-Cream Maker (ULTRA FREEZE!) | YouTubeG /O Media can earn commission
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